The Day of the Children´s Crowns

The Little Magic Chests
The Queen now explains the duties to be fulfilled by the Tooth Fairy. When a
child is born a Little Magic Chests is reserved for him at the Tower of Light and
will be the safe box for his or her 20 milk teeth. With every tooth placed inside
that has been collected by the Tooth Fairy and/or Mouse, sweet childhood
memories, plays and songs are preserved.
These memories make up a crucial part of the emotional world of that person.
In times of trouble or happiness, adults frequently think about them and
are inspired by them enormously. By doing so, the magic inside the chests
transforms the emotional energy into light. As you can imagine, when many
Little Magic Chests shine at the same time, the whole Tower becomes a sort of a
light-house for the whole Kingdom, hence its name The Tower of Light.
This is precisely the reason for the lyrics in our Tooth Fairy song:
‘The Tower of Light, it shines so bright
with the children’s memories’.
The Little Magic Chests is truly a psychological sanctuary, not only during the
childhood days, but throughout the entire life of an individual. Don’t forget to
listen to the song ‘Days of Wonder’, you will love it! www.fairyandmouse.com

As you can see on the illustration on the right, the Little Magic Chest is also
intended to keep the 4 ‘Coins of the 6
’, that represent the 4 first permanent
back teeth that show up at around 6 years of age. The Tooth Fairy will
collect each ‘Coin of the 6 ’, just as if they were milk teeth. However they
are so important that she will leave twice the money plus a toothbrush, and
who knows, perhaps even a surprise gift too’. She knows that the child will
follow the advice of ‘brush every day and keep sugars at bay’.
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